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Abstract Automated Scheduling System for FCSIT 
Abstract 
The final year thesis project as entitle, "Automated Scheduling System for FCSIT'' 
is required o build a scheduling system for Faculty of Computer Science and 
Information Technology (FCSIT). 
The objective of this project is to improve the current scheduling process from a 
manual system to a computerized system. At the end of the project, an automated 
scheduling system should be produce. This system also should be generic for most 
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Chapter 1 Introduction Automated Scheduling System for FCSIT 
1.1 Project Definition 
Currently, most of the schools or universities still used the traditional method whi h 
is manually to do the scheduling job. This method not only wast rim but els m 
be cannot do it completely. So, with this project, we will save a lot of rim and 
easily do the scheduling job. 
This project will assist the schools or universities administration to do the 
scheduling. This project is caUed Automated Scheduling System for FCSIT. 
1.1.1 Intelligent System 
Intelligence is defined as the capacity and ability to think, learn, reason and apply 
knowledge [ 5]. It refers to the ability to think and understand instead of doing things 
by instinct or automatically. System is defined as a set of things or ideas working 
together as a whole [5]. It is a collection of objects and activities, plus a description 
of the relationships that tie the objects and activities togeiher. Therefore, intelligent 
system refers to a set of activities that utilized the concepts and response rules to 
reach a final objective. 
Intelligent system is fundamentally a stimulus-response system. The stimulus is the 
communications entering through the needs. The system extracts information from 
this and represents it as a situation. Then, the system selects a response rule, 
appropriate to the situation (which allow the system to Bet nearer to it objective), 
and performs the response part of thi rule. The y tern mak it s lection of 









Chapter 1 Introduction Automated Scheduling System for FCSIT 
response rules that it has generated from earlier experiences and from 
generalizations based on previously elaborated response rules. 
1.1.2 Definitions for "Schedule" 
There are two definitions for "schedule": 
A schedule is a plan that gives a list of evens or tasks together with th time 
at which each thing should be done [5 /. 
Or 
A schedule or timetable is a placement of a set of meetings in lime [JO}. 
A meeting is a combination of resources such as rooms, people and items of 
equipment. Some of these resources may specify by the problem, and some must be 
allocated as part of the solution. 
1.1.3 Course Scheduling System 
Course scheduling system is the problem of assigning times and places to a many 
separate courses to satisfy several constraints concerning capacities and locations of 
available rooms, free-time needs and other such considerations for lecturers and 
relationships between particular courses. The most prominent overall constraint 
(central to all timetabling problem) is that there should be no clashes, which means 
that any pair of courses which are expected to share common students or lecturers 
should not be scheduled simultaneously. 
curse Scheduling or timetabling is a compl x tn k. n wishe to schedule cour 









Chapter I Introduction Automated Scheduling System for FCSIT 
faculty desires are accommodated, and so that facilities are effectively utilized. 
Constraints include room capacity and other attributes, classes that must b 
scheduled at the same time or on the same day as other classe , faculty th t m b 
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1.2 The Course Scheduling Problems 
Timetabling is a particular form of the general scheduling problem. Th re a 1 s t 
of events and a set of processes that need to be carried out for ca h f th 
In an educational context, scheduling is a problem that must be cone rn fl r 
teaching institution. Every semester a new schedule must be produc d to tak into 
account changes in the staffs, students and courses. This often involves a Jarge 
amount of administrative work. Due to the difficulty in constructing a schedule, a 
considerable attention has been devoted to automated scheduling. During the last 
thirty years, starting in the early 60' s with Gotlieb (1963) and others, many 
researches related to automated scheduling have been done and several applications 
have been developed and employed successfully. 
1.2.1 Course Scheduling at FCSIT 
Several problems were faced while generating a course schedule for Faculty f 
Computer Science and Information Technology (F SlT). The major problem is the 
actual size of the problem. The schedule for F IT covers more than 50 different 
courses, 40 lecturers and thousand over of students each semester and these numbers 
are believed to increase in the coming year. 
The next problem is the variety and large number of constraint. The e constraint 
sometimes are non-competible, Duo to the increasing number of c urse lecturer 









Chapter I Introduction Automated Scheduling System for FCSIT 
1.2.2 Issues in Course Scheduling 
A schedule generally has an aim, specific constraints and resources. Thes · must b 
elicited before the process of constructing a schedule can start. S m of th x mpl 
issues are givens in figure. 
What is the purpose of the schedule? 
What constraints must the schedule satisfy? 
Does a feasible schedule exist? 
Who will be affected by the schedule? 
Figure 1.1 Issues in Schedule Cons/ruction. 
Each of the issues mentioned are relevant to the course schedule and each one may 
be addresses individually. The purpose of the schedule, for example, is to ensure that 
aJI students take every course they are required to, while maintaining a reasonably 
efficient use of resources. It must sati fy certain constraints, in particular that no 
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Automated Scheduling System for FCSIT 
1.2.3 Scheduling Terms 
Scheduling problem has its own associated tenninology and the terms as int 
with course scheduling problem are not specific. Below are the schedulin t nus and 
their meanings. 
Terms Meanin2 Conflict/Clash Two courses conflict if they are scheduled to the same 
room at the same time. 
Constraint A constraint places a restriction on when or where courses 
mav be scheduled. Course 
An event or meeting involving specific set of lecturers, 
students. rooms and possibly other resources. F easibilitv A schedule is feasible if it satisfies all its constraints. Period 
A period is a fixed timeslot in which courses may be 
scheduled. 
Resource 
Resources are physical entities that are referred to by the 
schedule. For example, lecturer, student, room and eauipment. 
Room A venue where courses rnav be held. Session All the timeslots that can be used in the schedule. Schedule 
A description of the movement and grouping of resources 
over time. 









Chapter 1 Introduction Automated Scheduling System for FCSIT 
1.3 Objectives 
The main objective of this project is to automate the scheduling system iven input 
parameters such as courses, characteristics of courses, constraint on r oms, rim nd 
lecturer availability. This project is very important since the numb r of urse 
offer, the lecturers and students are increasing and these make the schedul 
construction getting more and more compJicated and it will be a difficult work to 
solve the problem manually. The automated scheduling system should: 
• speeds up the generation of course schedule 
• provides ease of gathering and manipulation of the lecturers, classes, rooms, 
courses and other records 
• has the capabilities of reducing the time and effort for generating the schedule 
• produced schedules that are feasible and with sufficient quality to be used 
• be flexible enough to handle the variety of constraints encountered in real-life 
problems 
• be user-friendly which means that easy to learn, easy to use and helpful 
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1.4 Scope 
This project typically not only covers on the faculties in University of M1tl \ n but 
also can be used for the others faculties in an universities. l I wcv r, th m j 
concern here is to schedule courses that offer by Faculty of omputer nd 
Information Technology (F SIT) in University of Malaya and our th t will b 
held in this faculty. 
Courses that offer by this faculty including the 1 1 year Degree, 2nd year Degree and 
3rd year Degree courses in Computer Science and Information Technology. These 
courses can be a core subject, an elective subject or a lab course and sometime a 





















Chapter 2 Literature Review 
Automated Scheduling System for FCSIT 
2.1 Automated vs. Interactive Scheduling 
Most of the people believe that the scheduling problem cannot be don t\111 
automatically by the system. There are two reasons why they think lik that. Th 
first reason is there are some reasons that make a schedule better than th oih rs' 
schedules, which cannot easily, determined by an automatic system. The second 
reason is it is too complicated or too difficult for a system to search for a schedule 
that can satisfy all the constraints. A human intervention may be needed to produce 
an ideal schedule, which the system may be not able to find a solution itself. So, 
most of the scheduling systems enable user to adjust the final schedule manually. 
These systems are called the interactive or semiautomatic scheduling system. 
The size and complexity of the scheduling system have provoked a trend towards 
more general problem solving algorithms with the automated system. A full search 
of aJJ possible schedules is not acceptable for the users who want to produce the 
schedule in a short time. The scheduler must able to solve this problem in return for 
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2.2 Solution Approaches 
Many different methods have been developed and used successfully to lv 
scheduling problems. These methods are used in one particular d · pnrnn nt r 
institution only, and there is no benchmark to fucilitate which approach i th b st 
solution to scheduling problem. 
Later on, researchers started to apply general techniques to the scheduling problem. 
The approaches taken included integer programming, network flow, graph coloring 
and others. But, recently, this problem has been tackled with techniques belonging 
also to artificial intelligence such as logic programming, simulated annealing, tabu 
search, genetic algorithms and constraints satisfaction. 
2.2.1 Heuristics Algorithms 
Heuristics is a term derived from a Greek word meaning to discover f14l A 
heuristic is a rule of thumb, strategy using some knowledge about particular problem 
domain, which is used to guide search processes towards acceptable problem 
solutions. It guides to the lines that have high probability of success while avoiding 
wasted effort [12]. 
A variety of heuristic techniques have been devised to improve the efficiency of the 
search process. These fall into two categories: eneral-purpose heuri tic and 
domain specific heuristics. General-purpose heuristics are flexible procedur that 
can be used on a wide variety of problem t prun the earch 'POC(;). Domain 
specific heuristics are pecial procedures that upply nly t the iven p blem. ne 
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the goal of the heuristic is to provide knowledge that eliminates the problem of 
combinatorial explosion and shortens the search time [14]. 
The scheduling methodology described in Figure 3.1. Algorithm 1 finds o n n- 
conflicting set of courses and Algorithm 2 assigns these selected conrs to ro ms. 
The process is circulated for each period until all courses have been scheduled to a 
period and a room without conflicting. The unselected courses may be taken as a 
basis for the search of courses for the next period since they will have no conflicts 




Period I . , 
t period 
Algorithm I: . .. Find a non-conflicting set of courses 
(If there are no courses left, then stop) 
•• 
Algorithm 1: 
Fit these into rooms 
heduled courses as far as possible 




for current period 
Figure 2.1 A heuristic scheduling framework. 
One limitation in this approach is that heuristic assignment algorithm do not ca ily 
allow for the possibility of search and strongly limit the typo f con traint that may 
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violated) whereas others may be viewed as soft (may be violated if necessary). It is 
possible to have a situation where the hard constraints may be ignored which caused 
by the large number of soft constraints as the way they are represented [71. 
2.2.2 Evolutionary Algorithms 
Concurrent with part of the investigation, Lemoine developed a cod for the 
pipeline-scheduling problem, which used evolutionary programming [I]. An 
evolutionary algorithm works on a set of possible solutions to a problem. Each 
solution is encoded as a gene (a string of symbol) [6]. 
Therefore, evolutionary scheduling typically begin with defining the chromosome 
representation of the event. Next the constraints are translated into a fitness function. 
Appropriate combination and mutation operators heave to be decided. Then, the 
selection, evaluation and breeding steps are carried out to determine the best solution 
for the problem [16). 
2.2.3 Genetic Algorithms 
The genetic algorithm begins with a schedule generated by the initial application of 
the greedy heuristic [l]. Genetic algorithms are powerful optimization tools that may 
be applied to a complex scheduling problem. They often capable to find an optimal 
solution even in the most complex of search space [81. 
The algorithm uses two basic operations, mutation and cross ver. Given a chedule, 
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selected classes of the corresponding course and shift. A crossover is slightly more 
complicated and involves combining two schedules (1]. 
2.2.4 Graph Coloring 
In this approach, each event is associated with a vertex in a graph, and th is an 
edge between each pair of event that cannot be scheduled at the same time. For 
example, lectures hat share a common lecturer or common students are joined. 
Unavailability and preassignmenrs are managed imposing some external constraints 
on the colorability of specific vertices of the graph [3]. Each vertex is then colored 
such that no pair of vertices connected by an edge has the same color [8]. 
A coloration of the resulting graph, respecting the external constraints, can be easily 
turned into a schedule, by assigning a period to each color, and consequently 
scheduling the events corresponding to a vertex to the period corresponding to its 
color [3]. 
2.2.S Memetic Algorithms 
Memetic algorithms are an extention of genetic algorithms, based on a model of how 
an idea evolved. A meme is the basic unit of information that reproduces itself as a 
result from people exchange idea. A meme differs from gene a it can be improved 
during their lifetime. Genes usually were passed between individuals unaltered but 
individuals adapt the meme if it is better [9, I OJ. 
The advantage gained with using the Memetic algorithm' is thot the pace of 
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Each solution in the population is represented as a number of memes and each of 
these contains infonnation. Initial population is generated using weighted wJ1 t. 
Then this population is crossover using a combination of light and heavy rand m 
mutation, followed directly by application of hiJJ climbin tcchniqu . . AO r th t, 
evaluation function is applied to it to calculate the fitness. In rd r t redu th 
population, individuals are chosen from the pool with a section function to joint th 
new population. This is achieving by using the roulette whee) selection to weight the 
fitness of an individual to its competition [9]. 
2.2.6 Network Flow Techniques 
In this technique, network model was used as the core of the scheduling algorithm. 
The scheduling problem was reduced to a sequence of network flow problems. A 
network is created for each event so that the flow in the network identifies constraint 
and resources given. The construction of the network is repeated for all events 
eventually. If a solution is found for all the networks, it leads to a complete schedule 
[3]. 
But there is one limitation in this approach that there is no backtracking on the 
events already scheduled, as a result there is no guarantee that the olution is found 
whenever it exists. Therefore the procedure solves the schedulin ,. problem if it find 
a feasible solution, otherwise a human intervention changes some of the constraint 
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2.2. 7 Simulated Annealing 
Simulated annealing is a probabilistic local search technique for findin ptimi . 
solutions to scheduling problem [3]. Simulated annealing is a search stnu y , whi h 
keep track of one feasible schedule [ 14]. 
This technique starts by creating a random initial solution. The main pro dure 
consists of a loop that generates a neighbor of the current solution, slightly altered at 
random from the current one. This neighbor is accepted as the current schedule if it 
has a lower penalty. If the neighbor has a higher penalty, it may be accepted 
according to a probability that related to a control parameter called temperature. The 
temperature of inferior neighbors is decreasing after a particular number loops. This 
procedure stop when a solution close to objective is found and no solution that 
increases the objective function is accepted any more, which the system is frozen. 
One limitation with simulated annealing is that the process can take a long time to 
stop in order to achieve a good solution. 
2.2.8 Tahu Search 
Tahu Search is a local search technique, family of general-purpose techniques for 
the solution of optimization problem [3]. The local search techniques start from an 
initial solution, enter an iteration that navigate the search space, tepping iteratively 
from one solution to its neighbors [ 4]. 
Tabu Search remember just one current tea ible schedule. A Tobu earch maintain 
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having visited recently are forbidden in order to prevent the search staying in the 
same area. This tabu list is usually with a fixed size, with first-in-first-out ba is. Au 
aspiration level, which represents the best solution visited, is maintained. If a t bu 
schedule reaches at the aspiration level, it may be removed from tho tabn list (14]. 
The Tabu Search stops either when the number of iterations reaches a given value or 
when the value of the objective function in the current solution reaches a given 
lower bound. 
2.2.9 Constraint Logic Programming 
Constraint logic programming (CLP) system is a tool for modeling a specific search 
problem, which provides the ability to declare variables and their domains, and 
constraint on the problem [3]. CLP generalizes logic programming by replacing 
unification with constraint solving over a particular domain with a set of discrete 
variables [ 11 ] . 
In CLP, a labeling strategy dictates the order in which the search space is traversed. 
There are two orders, which should be take note: the order the variables are 
instantiated and the order in which the variables' values are assigned [14]. 
In order t search for a solution, a CLP system generates values for the variables, 
propagating values through the constraints in order to prune parts of the solution 
space where inconsistencies are discovered. Therefore, thi method is a backtrack 
search where the constraints allow the system to look ahead to the consequences of 
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CLP is a paradigm coined for solving combinatorial problems. It has been used 
successfully for a variety of practical applications from scheduling to finan i l 
analysis. Constraint handling has been introduced into Logic Progrnmmin t 
simplify the expression of problems and to dramatically improv p gram 
efficiency. Essentially the constraints are used to prune the search tre d fined b 
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2.3 Case Studies 
This section provides some examples of current GA based timetablin syst ms th st 
are actually being used to provide practical solutions in institute , ivit u 11 r f 
what is currently achievable. 
A commercially available evolutionary timetabling systems i ACT Automated 
Class Timetabler) which is a state of the art system for university timetabling, 
running under Windows-95, developed in Korea. The system uses a hybridized 
algorithm, which incorporates hill climbing, a genetic algorithm and also a best-first 
heuristic search algorithm. It is able to solve all hard constraints and optimizes soft 
constraints in a two-phase approach. The system produces class timetables, 
professor timetables and room timetables. It has been successfully tested in 15 
universities in Korea, and can cope with considerably large problems. In the largest 
university tested, timetables were evolved for 70 departments, with 700 professor , 
and 4000 subjects, satisfying 5 hard constraints and optimizing up-to l 0 soft 
constraints. Using a Pentium I 33Mbx. processor, timetables can be produced in 
around 20 minutes, and hence the system is extremely fast. It contains a 
straightforward graphical user interface based on MS-Windows for data entry. An 
added feature is manual scheduling function that enables any lesson attributes to be 
changed after the automated procedure has finished, with guidance fr rn the system 
as to the possible changes that can be made. 
Several other universities are using implementations of ev lutionary timetablln 
systems to schedule lectures and exam within the univc ity, For example, at 
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been developed, known as Neeps and Tatties. The approach and representation used 
in this case is entirely different from that described above. The university t 
schedule the entire university timetable has successfully used Neeps and Tstti s, 
This is an extremely large problem --- for example, in the first semest r f l 7 
there were 2067 events to place in 45 time-slots and 183 rooms. These were attend 
by 669 lecturers and 978 student groups. The timetables produced had to optimize 
12 different criteria -- the algorithm was run on a single machine, and takes about 
an hour to satisfy all hard constraints. From then on, it begins to optimize the soft 
constraints and can be run indefinitely. In practice, the algorithm was left running 
for about three days. However, a great advantage of the program is that it can be 
seeded with previous results, which allows solutions to evolve gradually as the data 
is gradually entered, or that the program can be seeded with a solution from a 
previous year to speed things up. A novel feature of this program is the ability to 
interactively change the weights of the soft constraints as the program runs, and see 
the results with immediate effect, which is of invaluable help to an administrator 
trying to find a satisfactory timetable. 
Another system was developed at the University of Edinburgh, where it is used each 
year to schedule examinations. This is known as GA TT, standing for Genetic 
Algorithm Time Tabler. This software was also used by Harvard Business School to 
schedule their examinations, and was found to outperform a commercially available 
timetabling system in trials. Jn a direct head-to-bead competition with the 
commercial (non-GA-based) software, exams were scheduled over 15 lot - 
GA TT found a schedule with 2 students with direct conflict , involvin ' 2 cour es. 
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while their manual attempt to develop a schedule came up with fewer, with only 5 
students with conflicts! GA TT has also been tested on a real tirnetablin probl m 
from a secondary school in Belgium, which involved scheduling class ' and 
teachers for the first two-year groups. The problem involved I 0 diff rent 1 ss 
groups, 26 different teachers, and 318 different courses. In total. 5320 
constraints were involved. The constraints included a significant number of 
specifications and exclusions, where an event was either pre-assigned to a particular 
slot, or excluded from a range of slots. Defever reports that GA TT removed all clash 
violations. He does not specify however if other constraints, such as room 
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2.4 Programming Language 
The programming language that used in this project is Microsoft Visual Basic .0. 
2.4.1 What is Visual Basic 6.0? 
Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 was mainly used in development and designing of 
Automated Scheduling System. Although the syntax of the Visual Basic language 
parallels that of previous versions of BASIC, Visual Basic represents a conceptually 
different approach to programming, called event-driven programming. An 
application developed with an event-driven model responds to events that happen in 
the computer environment. Such events include the press of a mouse button or a call 
from another application running concurrently. 
2.4.2 Why Visual Basic 6.0? 
Visual Basic 6.0 is a user-friendly programming language. We can create the user 
interfaces for the applications by directly manipulating on-screen objects such as 
control buttons and dialog boxes. We assign value for the properties of these objects 
by selecting various characteristics such as colors and fonts from an extensive list. 
One of the great triumphs of Visual Basic is that we can develop complete Windows 
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2.4.3 Features of the Software 
The software used in this project is the Visual Basic version 6.0. 
2.4.3.1 Safe and Fast 
Visual Basic meets the professional's demands for speed, performance and safety. It 
produces compact, fast and highly optimized native machine code, comparable to 
that of a C compiler. 
2.4.3.2 A Wealth of Facilities 
All the components that make up the integrated environment can be used in the 
programs. A wide range of standard predicates provides all the features that 
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Automated Scheduling System for FCSIT 
3.1 Constraints 
A constraint is a restriction on resources 1'\ lat d to an 
nt [16]. Scheduling 
constraints are many and varied. Constraints a usu lly divided into 'Hard' and 
'Soft' constraints: 
• Hard constraint!. Hard constraints are a restriction that a schedule must follow. 
A schedule, which breaks this constraint, is not a feasible solution and must be 
reconstructed or rejected. 
• Soft constraints. Soft constraints are less important compared to hard 
constraints. Usually it is impossible to avoid breaking at least some of these 
constraints [IO]. 
3.1.1 Constraints on Course Scheduling 
3.1.1.1 Lecturer 
• No lecturer is schedule to two different courses at the same time. 
3.1.I.2 Course 
• No two same level and same major courses run simultaneously. 
3.1.1.3 Time 
• Sessions for Monday to Friday are to hourly intervals from 8.00 a.m. to 6.00 
p.m. 
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3.1.1.4 Room 
• There must not be more students scheduled to a f'\ m th t m than the capacity 
of the room. 
• There should not have two classes scheduled in th sam tim at the same room. 
• Lab classes should be schedule to computer lab nly, 
• Tutorial classes must be scheduled in the tutorial room only. 
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3.2 Rule .. Based System 
Rule-based system is defined as a computer program that nrocesses probl m specific 
information contained in the working memory with a " t f ml s contained in the 
knowledge base, using an inference en ine to infer n win rmeti n [13]. 
The rule-based expert system consists of a number of rules or heuristics and 
conventional recursion to assist in carrying out class assignments. In a rule-based 
system, the rules are contained in the knowledge base and also the working memory, 
These rules are combined through the inference engine to infer new information as 
shown in Figure 3 .1. 





Inference Engine t:- - I I~ 
ts 
Figure 3.1 Rule-based model. 
3.2.1 Forward Chaining 
Forward-chaining is defined as "inference strategy that begins with a set of known 
facts, derives new facts using rules whose premises match the known facts and 
continues this process until a goal state is reached or until no further rules have 
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Insert information into 
working mem 1 





Figure 3.2 Forward-chaining Inference process. 
Figure 3.2 shows the forward-chaining inference process. First, the sy tern wiH 
insert information into the working memory. Then the inference engine checks the 
rules in the working memory and it will fire new rules to the working memory from 
its rules' conclusion. The facts in the working memory are continually updated. 
Rules in the system represent possible actions to take when specified conditions hold 
on items in the working memory. The conditions are usually patterns that must 
match items in the working memory, while the actions usually involve adding or 
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3.2.1.1 Advantages of Forward Chaining 
Forward chaining is a good approach to the problem, whi lt tn with gathering 
information, and then new rules 811d facts a in m thi information, 
Therefore, this method can provide a lar nm nnt f ts v n though the data 
provided is in small amount only [1 ]. 
3.2.1.2 Disadvantages of Forward Chaining 
This method does not recognize which facts or rules are more important than the 
others. Therefore, it sometimes took a longer time to come out with a solution. The 
system may produce unrelated questions or asking the questions in a wrong 
sequence to the user [13]. 
3.2.2 Backward Chaining 
Backward chaining is defined as "inference strategy that attempts to prove a 
hypothesis by gathering supporting information" [13]. 
Backward Chaining often referred to as hypothetical reasoning starts with a specific 
hypothesis, or set of hypotheses, called the agenda. The agenda structures 
knowledge and controls backward-chaining event processing by ordering hypotheses 
or goals, in a numbered, hierarchical outline. The backward-chaining inference 





















lF fact a 
THEN goal 
Default 
Fact a's search order 
Figure 3.3 Backward-chaining process. 
Figure 3.3 shows the backward-chaining process. The backward-chaining inference 
engine start with the first goal in the knowledge base's agenda. The goal will be the 
attribute of the domain class or an instance. 
Then inference engine backtracks through the goal's search order. This search order 
provides the backward-chaining inference engine where, and the order to obtain the 
value needed to prove the goal. Combination of the session context, a when needed 
method, the knowledge base's mies, and end-user query, or the default values were 
used to obtain the value. 
If the goal can be verify through mies, the inference engine backtracks through the 
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premises of a rule can conclude the goal, then the inference engin backtracks 
trough that fact search order to find its value. TI1is p11 red until the final 
goal is reached. 
3.2.2.1 Advantages of Backward Chalnin 
This approach is a good technique to fullow if the problem begins with validates the 
hypothesis. The chaining system focused on a given goal only. Therefore, the 
question ask to the users are related. Backward chaining only search for the rules 
that are related to the goal only [13]. 
3.2.2.2 Disadvantages of Backward Chaining 
The system will continue to follow a line given for reasoning although that particular 
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3.3 Designing Backward Chaining System 
3.3.1 Combination of Heuristics Al orithms nd B ckward 
Chaining 
A combination of heuristic algorithm and bnckward-cltn.ining approach will be used 
to solve the scheduling problem in this project. 
Using heuristics will guide to search processes towards acceptable problem 
solutions. From the expert knowledge and the natural way of doing, it will be easy to 
produce feasible schedule by following some rules. In the scheduling case, the hard 
constraints should be given a priority over the soft constraints. In this project there 
are few heuristic algorithms as below: 
1. Find a core course, which is a combined course with a preferred timeslot and 
fixed this course into the schedule. 
2. Find a core course, which is not a combined course with a preferred timeslot 
and fixed this course into the schedule. 
3. Find an elective course, with a preferred timeslot and fixed this course into 
the schedule. 
4. Find a core course, which is a combined course and fixed this course into the 
schedule. 
5. Find a core course, which is not a combined course and fixed this course into 
the schedule. 
6. Find an elective course and fixed this course into the schedule. 
Algorithm 1 finds a core course, which is a combined course with a preferred 
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the core courses, which is a combined course with a pref rred timeslot have been 
scheduled to a period and a room without conflict. h n th 
Algorithm 2 to finds a core course which is not a ' rnbined with a preferred 
timeslot and fixed this course into the schedul . i then continues same 
as previous algorithm. 
The backward-chaining methodology approach had been chosen as the basic in this 
project. This is because the scheduling process always starts with hypothesizing a 
solution where to fix a time for a particular event and then check whether this is 
valid without violating any other constraints. At the same time, more data are needed 
to make conclusions in the scheduling process, which the backward-chaining 
approach is more suitable here. In addition, the backward-chaining system search for 
the rules that are relevant to the goal onJy compare to forward-chaining method that 
does not recognizes which rules are more important. Therefore, backward chainin 
will be the more suitable approach to solve the scheduling problem compare to 
forward-chaining approach that sometimes took a longer time to come out with A 
solution. 
3.3.2 Defining the Problems 
The scheduling problem is study detailed here. The major task in this project is to 
develop an automated scheduling system to assist a scheduler with the production of 
new schedule. 
lnfonnation relates to schedulin problems such a courses offer, details about a 
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code, course's name and credit hours as well as lecturer infonnation such as lecturer 
code, name and courses taken by the lecturer each n w nester are collected too. 
3.3.3 Defining the Goals 
Coding of a backward-chaining system must begin with defining the system's goal. 
The automated scheduling system will have two principal goals to achieve: 
• Determine the time-slot for a course. 
• Determine the venue for a course. 
A time-slot is the period where the course can be place on the schedule. The time- 
slot or period for a particular course must be in between the session determined by 
the user. The structure of the time-slot for a course is determined from user input to 
the system too. To determine whether a particular time-slot is available for a course, 
two situations that must be concern: 
• Students availability 
• Lecturer availability 
There are 3 different goals that this system to pursue. For a course and a particular 
time, 
• AU students involved available at the particular time. 
• The lecturer involved available at the particular time. 
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A venue for a course is a room where the course will be held in that particular time. 
To determine whether a venue is available at the tim • situ ti n that must be 
concern: 
• Room availability 
3.3.4 Defining the Goal Rules 
In this project, the system has to fix the course into the schedule, which is the rules' 
conclusion. Therefore, necessary preconditions to satisfy the rules' conclusion 
should be determined. The general form for all goal rules will look like following 
[13]: IF Precondition_! 
AND Precondition_2 
THEN Conclusion 
The principal issues considered when making a rule's conclusion in this system: 
• Student availability 
• Type of course (core subject or elective subject) 
• Course structure ( ordinary course or combined course) 
• Lecturer availability 
• Other courses at the same time (yes or no) 
• Room availability 
• Room size (more than or less than students' size) 
• Equipment 
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3.3.5 Expanding the System 
Then the system is expanded to cover a broader understanding ofth problem. The 
rules are sub divided according to the type or course wh th r i a 1 b urse or not. 
3.3.5.1 Course Rules 
lF room available 
AND lecturer available 
AND student available 
THEN time available for course 
IF student's size less than room's size 
AND no other course at the same time in the room 
THEN room available for course 
IF lecturer not having other course at the same time 
THEN lecturer available for course 
IF student not having other conflict's course 
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3.3.5.2 Lab Course Rules 
IF lab available 
AND student available 
THEN time available for tab course 
IF student's size less than lab's size 
AND no other course at the same time in the lab 
THEN tab available for lab course 
IF student not having other conflict's course 
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3.4 Algorithms for Course Scheduling System 
First, the system will find a timeslot for a subj ct. If th time l t lu is consistent, 
then an available room that satisfies constraints is sel cted fur that particular 
timeslot. If the room is not available, then th u xt timeslot i selected by the 
random function. Consistency tests will be perform d u all new values selected by 
the random function. The purpose of consistency test is to determine whether values 
from the domains of related variables are consistent (non-conflicting) or not with 
respect to constraints. If not consistent, the values will be removed from its domains 
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Start 
Subjects, S(i) 
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3.5 Processes and Flows in the System 
Data flow diagram is a graphical representation or data proc through out the 
system. These diagrams provide an overvi w f tem inputs. processes and 
outputs, which correspond to the general systems in th proj t. 
The following section shows the data flow diagrams in this project. The symbols 
used were explained in the table below. 
Svmbols Meanine; 
D Entity - Any object or event which data is collected. Entity may be a person, place or thing. ;<.,..,,. 
Flow of data - It shows movement of data with head of the • arrow pointing toward the data's destination. 
EJ Process - Process denotes a change or transformation of data. It is the work being performed by the system. 
I Data store - This represents a data store and it may repr s nt a 11 manual store or a computerized file. 
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Course code name ' ' credit hours, type of r 
subject, course structure, l.l 
student's information 
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Figure 3. 7 Diagram of process on the course description. 
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Lecturer's code, 
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Figure 3. 9 Diagram of process on the lecturer description . 
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4.1 Automated Scheduling System Design 
This scheduling system design is based on the rule-based tern. The system users 
should be able to generate a schedule from th data µ: vided t th system. These 
data include course information, lecturer informetion, ro m information and 
schedulable time information as shown in Figure 4.1. 
Automated Scheduling 
System 
I I I I 
Course entries Lecturer entries Room entries Create schedule 
module module module module 




I I I I 
Create course 
Save sub- Reset sub- Exit sub- window sub- 
module mnrl11IP. mnrh1IP. mnrlnlf'I 














I I I I 
Create room 
Save sub- R t ub- Exit sub- window sub- 
module mntinl" mntinlf'! mnti11IP. 




I I I I 
Create lecturer 
Save sub- Reset sub- Exit sub- window sub- 
module mntinlA mntinlA mnn11IA 




I I I I 
Create time 
Save sub- Reset sub- Exit sub- window sub- 
module module mnci11lt1 module 
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4.2 Database Design 
All the data involved in this system, created by the user of the system were stored in 
the database files ( .mdb) in the Microsoft Access u rm. 
4.3 User Interface Design 
User interfaces (UI) can be tricky things to design, because different users have 
different preference in the style of perceiving, understand, and working. The UI for 
this scheduling system are not very complex because the Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 
does not provide a lot of features for the interface design. The main focus in the 
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4.3.1 Course Information Entries Window Design 
This window is to let users input the infonnation for a course including the course's 
code, course's name, credit hours, number of students taking the course, lecturers 
attached, discipline and level of the course. In addition. qu tions such as whether 
the course is a lab course, a core or elective cours a c mbined course also needed 
by the system. 
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4.3.2 Room Information Entries Window Design 
This window is to let users input the information on the rooms available in 
scheduling the course. Information such as room s code, n n capacity, and type of 
room is needed for the rooms. 
Roomeoci.. 
AolJll'I~· 
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4.3.3 Lecturer Information Entries Window Design 
This window allows users to key in the lecturers' information such as their codes 
and names. Then the courses lectured by the lecturers in that s mester must be 
specifying if there is any. 
ColJrlaAtlached 1. 
t 
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4.3.4 View Courses Information Window Design 
Users can view the available courses by enter data in this form including the 
discipline and the level of the courses. 
1 Pengenalan Kepada Pengllturclllaa J f JOO I Sietem Dan Organieasi Komputer 3 300 Rukaini. WCS 
WXES1301 f Siatem Pengendalian 3 300 ZR.RM ____ , 
WXESl .. 01 I Penqenelan Kepada Si stem Komput J 250 MKO 
WXES2103 ~Pangklllan Data 3 JOO Nur Azlintt.Rafidllh 
WXES2201 1 PenglllurCllllllln Berorientasiklln Ob J 300 LSP.Rllfidllh 
WXES2302 [ Komuniklllli Data Dan Rangkllin Kon 3 300 OZ.IB 
WXESZ .. 01 Senibina Sistom Komputor f 3 200 NMN 
WXESZ .. 70 JArnlllan Ponglllurclll'lllln Bororientiuj J JOO LSP.Rllfidah 
WXET1101 Panganalllll Kepada PengalurCataa. 3 300 PS.CTK 
WXET1109 t ::~!~~ ~~-~~ .. ~~~~•i Komputar f ~ 300 NMN.ML t11n ...... 
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4.3.5 View Rooms Information Window Design 
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4.3.6 View Lecturers Information Window Design 
Users can view the available lecturers with the courses they are taken in that 
semester. 
rlrNON Alaa:Md 
AA Abrlzeh Abdullah f'.MET3102 CTI( 1 En Chlew Thiem Klan W)(ETI101 
FH JPn Farlzeh Henum Md Ne1cruddin 'M<ET2103 
Flzik Jebl!lllln Flzik SMES2403 
HZ I Pn Hannyzzurc Pu! @ Alfcl W'AES3401.WXETI 110 
18 I En Ibrahim Abu Beker VVRES3303.WXES2302 
Kiran Kaur rKJran Kcur WMET3106 
Low j Fccu~ of Law ~81303 
LSP 'M<ES3202.WXES2201.WXES247 ' ~ , Prof Medyc Dr Lee Sei Peck ; 
Maizclul IMeizetul 'M<ET2103.WXET3204 ,~: { 
' Metl Jebeten MC!leme.tik SJEWl 102.SJEW2301 
Met2 Jebe.ten Me.temetik SJEW1102 
Medic [ Jebeten M11die. AKEA2124.AKEA2316.AKEA3308 
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ML j Pn MiH Laihe 'M<ET2470.WXET2305.WXET110 
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4.3. 7 View Students' Schedule Window Design 



















4.00pm - 5.00pm 
5.00pm - 6.00pm 
8.00am - 9.00am 
3.00pm - 4.00pm 
4.00pm - 5.00pm 
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4.3.8 View Lecturers' Schedule Window Design 
Users can view the lecturers' schedule filtered lecturer code in thats mester. 
Lec:IUrar Code: LSP 
Monday WKES3202 
!Monday 9.00am -10.00am 1WKES3202 
LSP iMondcsy 10.00am -11.00am [WK~3202 -- -- LSP TTuesday B.OOam - 9.00am 'WXES2201 
LSP I Tuesday 9.00am -1 O.OOam 1WXES2201 
LSP t-Monday 11.00am - 12.00pm WXES2201 
LSP [Monday 11.00am -12.00pm IWXEs2201 
LSP 1Monday 11.00lllll -12.00pm WXES2201 
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4.3.9 View Rooms' Schedule Window Design 
Users can view the rooms' schedule filtered by room code in that semester. 
~Code. DK1 
Selll'dltd Room Sdledule Uat 
omcoaa rn.. 
DKl Monday J.OOpm - 4.00pm , M1ttl .Mat2 
DKl [Monday 4.00pm - 5.00pm [t.fatl~Mat2 
DKl ~Monday 5.00pm - 6.00pm ISJEW1102 . _.J~at_l ~aB_ _ 
DKl Tuesday 8.00am - 9.00am WXES1101 ! NorismQ.RJRY 
Tuesday 9 OOam - lll.OOam 
r 
WXES1101 l NorismG.RJRv OKl 
I Tuesday 1 O.OOam - 11.00am .,WXESHOl IMKO -··-~ 
.. DKl 
OKI I Tuesday 11 OOam - 12.00pm rWXES1401 lMKO 
DKl 
1Tuesday 
12.00pm -1.00pm WxES1401 jMKO 
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S.1 Developing Environment 
Developing environment may have a certain impact on the development of a system. 
In order to speed up the system development the suitable hardware and software 
should be used. 
5.1.1 Hardware 
Hardware used for developing this automated scheduling system are listed as below: 
• 350 MHz Pentium II Processor 
• 64MBRAM 
• 3.2 GB Hard Disk Drive 
• 14" color SVGA monitor 
• CD-ROM Drive 
• Floppy Drive 
• Mouse 
• Standard keyboard 
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5.1.2 Software 
Table 5.1 shows the software that have used in this project. 
Software Remarks 
Visual Basic Version 6.0 Tbis software was used in developing the system. All 
coding of the program involved is done with this 
software. 
Microsoft Office This software was used to prepare the proposal and 
report. It was also used to draw the entire diagram found 
in this report. 
Capture Express 2000 This software was used to capture the image of the screen 
Version I. I of the application for the use of this report. 
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5.2 System Development 
Languages used to develop the automated scheduling system for FCSIT is Visual 
Basic 6.0. Visual Basic 6.0 is a user-friendly prograrnmiug language. It is used to 
create all the user interfaces in the system. 
In this system, Visual Basic is used to define the relationship between the objects 
involve in scheduling such as courses, students, lecturers, rooms, time and many 
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5.3 Database Development 
Microsoft Access is used as the databases for the system. Th database in the system 
is in mdb files form. All data can be added to th databas di tly as the application 
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5.4 Testing 
Software testing refers to verification and validation of the program coded to solve 
the problems. Verification involves ensuring that th characteristic of a good design 
are incorporated into the program and the system is actually operates the way it was 
expected to be. Validation refers to execution of the program and system meets the 
requirements. 
Therefore, the major focus in testing is to find the faults that might occurs in the 
application program. A test is successful only when a fault is discovered or when a 
failure has been come across. Testing actually involves the iteration of the process 
of fault identification and fault correction or removal. 
In developing large system, testing usually involves several stages. These stages are 
module testing, integration testing, function testing, performance testing, acceptance 
testing and installation testing. 
S.4.1 Module Testing 
Module testing or unit testing is to verify that the small umt functions properly with 
the types of input expected from the design. Unit testing bas been carried out under a 
controlled environment where a predetermined set of data has been provided to the 
modules. Unit testing has been carried out to observe what input and output actions 
and the data produced [18). 
In module testing, each of the sub-modules in the course entries modules, room 
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schedule modules are tested separately. Ten each of the modules is tested for the 
creation of the user interface, the input data handling and output to data files, reset 
and exit from the module to make sure those modul d not actually has been 
design. Test cases have been developed to show that the input is properly converted 
to the desired output. 
5.4.2 Integration Testing 
After the collections of the modules have been unit-tested, the next is to ensure that 
the interfaces among the components are defined and handled properly. Integration 
testing is the process of verifying that the system modules work together as 
describes in the system and program specification [18]. 
In this stage, all the individual sub-modules and modules are integrated and tested to 
ensure that the interfaces between the sub-modules and modules, modules and the 
main program are handled properly. Here all the small modules that are tested 
isolated before they are combined into a big program in the intelligent system and 
tested together. 
The testing approach has been apply in the integration testing is the bottom-up 
integration. Each component at the lowest level of the system hierarchy is tested 
individually first. For the intelligent system, each sub-module is tested individually 
first, then the modules are tested. Finally, after the integration into a big program, 
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5.4.3 Function Testing 
After the integration test, function test is carried out to assure that th system has the 
desired functionality. Function test will evaluate th t m to determine if the 
functions described by the requirement specifications actually performed by the 
integrated system [18]. 
The intelligent system in this stage is test to determine that it will schedule the 
courses and try to fix the courses to the schedule with the time and venue. Before, 
the system do so, it should be able to check all the constraints to make sure there is 
not any conflict to the schedule. 
S.4.4 Other Testing 
The other testing should be carrying out after the functional testing are performance 
test, acceptance test and installation test. 
Performance test compares the integrated components with the nonfunctional system 
requirements such as security, accuracy, speed and reliability. The users of the 
system to assure them that the system they need was the system that was built for 
them run acceptance test. Installation test allows users to exercise the system 
functions and document additional problems that result from being at the actual site 
[18]. 
These tests are not actually tested for the automated scheduling system for FCSIT 
because these tests should be carry out by the users of the system which may be the 
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6.1 System Evaluation 
The system should be evaluated in order to know their effectiveness and efficiency 
of the system implementation. With system evaluation, th syst m can be improving 
by looking at the system limitations. 
6.1.1 System Strength 
• Simple interface 
The user interfaces in this system are very simple. It is very easy to train the 
users on how to used the system. 
• Save time 
The system has the capabilities of reducing the time and effort for generating 
the schedule. 
• Feasible schedule 
The system produced schedule that was feasible and with sufficient quality to 
be used. 
• Speed 
The system speeds up the generation of course schedule. The generation of 
schedule with the system is very fast and users do not need to spend much 
time on clerical work involve in scheduling. The schedule can be easily got 
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• Dynamic and interactive content 
Because the users provide all the data during the execution of the application, 
the content of the data are dynamic and interactiv wb the users can have 
their own codes and others for their data 
• Automated scheduling process 
The scheduling process is automated given the necessary input parameters 
such as the courses, lecturers, time and rooms. 
6.1.2 System Limitations 
• No error checking 
There are no validations on user inputs into the data files. User may enter 
something that may affect the output of the system. 
• Limitation to the input 
Input in the system should not include any characters that are not 
alphanumeric. Course structure can only take in one number. 
• Constraints integrated in the coding 
The constraints on the course scheduling are integrated into the coding of the 
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6.2 Future Enhancements 
Due to the limitations found in system, there is many improv nents can be done as 
future enhancements on this system. 
• Web based 
The application can be turn into a web based application in order to enable 
user to access the application from anywhere and the user only need a 
browser. 
• Updateable record 
The record in the data files should be reusable and user can pick from the old 
data if they want to. This safe the users time from key in all the data all over 
again each time he uses the system. 
• Additional query functions 
Application should provide other query functions than scheduling only. 
These functions include listing out the courses, lecturers, venues, certain type 
of courses and many more. 
• Apply the algorithms 
The AI approach such as Genetic Algorithms, Memetic Algorithms, 
Simulated Annealing, Tabu Search, or Constraint Logic Programming can be 
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• Flexible constraints 
The users can provide any constraint to the application and the system should 
be able to process these constraints without integrated them into the codes 
for the system. 
• Object oriented 
The concept of object oriented and reusable code should be given attention 
because this concept is very important to a better programming approach and 
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6.3 Problem Encountered 
There are many problems encounter during the system d velopment. Most of these 
problems are due to the limitation in the Iangua itself. Visual Basic is a very 
primitive language and therefore it cannot support certain type of ftmctions or it 
needs to have longer code to execute the function. 
Time given to develop the system is not long enough and yet many further 
improvements on the system cannot be done. 
Debugging tool in Visual Basic is not powerful enough where the changes of the 
term and variables cannot be seen clearly like other language. This made the testing 
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6.4 Knowledge Gained 
I'm provided with the opportunity to use the Visual Basic languag to develop an AI 
application with this thesis. I had an opportunity t xpose myself to this 
programming language. 
In the process of completing this thesis, I learned more about the AI concepts such 
as rule-based, forward chaining, backward chaining, heuristic approach and also a 
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6.5 Conclusions 
The objective of the automated scheduling system is to provide an application that 
automated the process of scheduling in FCSIT is partially achieved with this 
application system. 
The system actually can generate the schedule for the users but the schedule created 
is still not the best schedule and users are not given choice to choose from schedules. 
In addition to that, there are still many limitations found this intelligent system need 
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Installing Visual Basic 6.0 
Ste Action 
1 Insert the Visual Basic Version 6.0 CD into your 0-ROM drive. 
2 Click on Start I Run on the Start Menn. Tl\e following window appears. 
T ypei the li't*'llJle ~f a ptlilgram, loldet documen1. or Internet 
·lt$blin¢e, atiq Windews \/\!ill Ql:lel'l i( lor you. 
Cancel 
3 Type x:\setup.exe (where x is your CD-Rom drive). 
4 Following the step with clicking on Next to install Visual Basic. 
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Running Automated Scheduling System for FCSIT 
Ste Action 
1 > 














Click on System I Login or button on the toolbar. The following 
window appears. 
Usier Name : II 
Password: 
Ce.nee I 
2 Input the user name and password in the User Name: and Password: text 
fields. 
3 OK 
Click on---- ...... button to login to the system. 
Cancel J 
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Change Password Window 
Ste Action 
111t Change P~sswo~d - Sfif f3 
I Click on System I Change Password on the toolbar. Th following window 
appears. 
Use~ Neme : ' 
Old Pa$sword: f 
--·----- 
New Pi;,ss\lliotd: f 11 
---~-- 
l'.Ponfirm Passwprd : J 
-----~----' 
2 Input the user name, old password, new password and confirm password in 
the User Name:, Old Password:, New Password: and Confirm 
Password: text fields. 
3 CK 
Click on----- button to change your password. 
4 Cei.ncel 
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Course Information Entries Window 
Ste Action I 
Click on Input I Course Information or the 
following window appears. button on the toolbar. The 
Cov1'1ll Qiq~ ; ~ 
Cdutli9Nl'Jl'lle 
Ct.edit Hour~ • 
Students tafegorjss -- -~ 
C!isciplmir: Computer Science 
2 
S~ve Input all the infonnation and click on the ...._ button to 
save the data. 
3 rnear 
Click on the -------- button to clear all the information on the 
current window. 
4 Cancel 
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Lecturer Information Entries Window 
Ste Action 
I 
Click on Input I Lecturer Information or the 
The following window appears. 
button on the toolbar. 
Cl:lurse!i Alt$!Jhed t 
3 I ----- 
2 
Save 
Input all the information and click on the ------- button to 
save the data. 
3 Cl~ar 
Click on the ----- ....... --.i button to clear all the information on the 
current window. 
4 ~nee! 
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Room Information Entries Window 
2 
Ste Action 1 
Click on Input I Room lnformntion or the 
following window appears. 





Save Input all the information and click on the .......... button to 
save the data. 
3 Clear 
Click on the --------- button to clear an the information on the 
current window. 
4 Cencel 
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View Courses Information Window 
Ste Action 
I 
Click on View I Course Information or 
following window appears. 
button on the toolbar. The 
2 Select the disci Jine of the courses through the Discipline: drop down menu 
Di$a;:ipline : All 
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Ste Action 4 
Generate List 
Click on the ------- button to generate a selected courses list. 
The following screen appears. 
Dledr;ilinl!l · jAn 
L I: El 
Clour111J Code Courae Na11111 
WXESllOl 
WXES1109 I Pengenul1111 Kepada Pengaturc11.r1111. 3 Siolem Dan Or9ftnisftsi Kompuler 3 
!Sistom Penqendalian 3 
,Pengenn.lan Kepod11. S1stem Komput,3 
J P11ngkalan Data 13 
tPengaturc11.rfton Berorienlo.sikan Ob~ 3 WXES2302 Komunikosi Datn Don Rangk11.in Kon 3 
WXES2401 f Senibina Sislem Komputer ! 3 
WXES2470 !Amnion Pengaturcorean BerorientaE• 3 
WXETI 101 j Pengenalun Kepo.d11 Pengaturcoroal 3 
WXETI 109 Silliem Dnn Orgoniaa.ai Komputer 13 



















ILSP.Refideh rs.crx NMN.ML U"J~U 
5 The colors represent the different disciplines and levels of the courses as 
stated in the Course Legend. 
CQurse Legena1·.,....,~.,,....,.."'' 
CS FirstYeei 
CS S ee<on.d Yeer 
CS ThirdYe~r 
IT Fir$t Yeer 
IT S econd 't' el!Jr 
6 Clear List Click on the __, button to clear the selected list. 
7 Cancel 
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View Lecturers Information Window 
I 
button on th toolbar. The 
Ste Action 
Click on View I Lecturer Jnformation or 














, Firlk SMES240J HZ IWRES3401,\NXET111 O 
16 1WRES3303.WXES2302 
Klr11n l<llur 1WMET3106 
Law }Xl:B1303 
LSP WKES3202. WXES2201!M<ES247 
M11iz111ul 1WXET2103.WXET3204 
Matt ; Jllll111an M11tematik SJEWl 102.SJEW2301 M1112 i Jebeten Mlllemetik SJEW1102 
Me die I Jllbalan Media ;AKEA2124AKEA2316.AKEA3306 MKO /En Mohd Khelil Othmen 1WXES1401 it ML I Pn Miss Laihe !WXET247Q 'M<ET2305. WXETI 10 • NA r WRET3103 10k Nor Anlz11Abdullah 
NEN /NorEdzan Heji Nasir iWMET2109 
NF INF IWRET2102 
NMN I En Noorzeily Mohd Noor •WXES2401.WXET!109 NMY / Pn Norizen Mohd Yasin 1WMES3201.Vv'MES3304 
Noriame Norisma IWAES2201.WXES1101 
3 Clear List Click on the button to clear the list. 
4 
Car.iceJ Click on the button to exit from this screen. 
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Ste Action 2 Gen~~ete list 
Click on the ............... ___, button to generate the lecturers' list. The 
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View Rooms Information Window 
Ste Action 
I 
Click on View I Room fnformation or 
following window appears. 
button on the toolbar. The 
LaC!Ute H4ll 
4ctu,teRuotn 
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2 
Ste Action 
Click on the .w...--.-- ........... button to generate the rooms' list. The 
following screen appears. 
'lit.c of i\0111" 'noo.l\l 1yp(' 
tnn !AUDI Laelllr& f14\t 
'60 LR 
160 I~ 160 Bllllc K.ullah 4 160 BUiie Kull•h 5 60 
Dewan Kullah 1 1300 LH 
Dewan Kullah 2 13011 lH 
Melcmel Mikro 1 lso I.AB 
Makmal Mlkro 2 iso LAB 
Melcmal Boole lso LAB 
lso LAB · t6o LAB 
lso 
3 The acronyms represent the types of rooms as stated in the Room Legend. 
R ~rn t:ef)enil~!'!"::,;:;n 
LH: LeC'l'Ure Pian 
tR: L$ctute Room 
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Click on Schedule I Create Schedule or 
schedule will be generated. 
butt n on the toolbar. The 
2 Click on the Students Schedule tab and the following window appears. 
Select the disci line of the students through the Discipline: drop down menu 
isopHne : All ... /. 
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5 
Ste Action 
Click on the button to generate the schedule of the 










4.00pm - 5.00pm 
5.00pm - 6.00pm 
·8.00ftm - 9.00ftm 
3.00pm - 4.00pm 
4.00pm - 5.00pm 
5.00pm - 6.00pm 
8.00ftm - 9.00em- ·· 
9.00!lm - 10.00em 
6 The colors represent the different disciplines and levels of the courses as 
stated in the Course Legend. 
7 
Click on the .......,_ 
schedule list. 
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Lecturers Schedule Window 
Ste 
button on the toolbar. The 
Action 
1 
Click on Schedule I Create Schedule or 
schedule will be generated. 
2 Click on the Lecturers Schedule tab and the following window appears. 
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4 
Ste 
Click on the button to generate the schedule of the 
selected lecturer. The following screen appears. 





1 U.OOam - 11.llOam 
8.0Dam - 9.DOMl 
!1.00am - 1 O.ODom 
11.00tim -12.0llpm 
·11 JJOam - 12.oopm 
1 t .DDom - 12.DOpm 
I. ,. 
5 The colors represent the different disciplines and levels of the courses as 
stated in the Course Legend. 
6 
Click on the ........,..__.......,.. 
schedule list. button to clear the selected lecturer 
7 Cf;lni:el 
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Rooms Schedule Window 
1 
button on the toolbar. The 
Ste Action 
Click on Schedule I Create Schedule or 
schedule will be generated. 
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4 
Ste 
Click on the button to generate the schedule of the 
selected room. The following screen appears. 
lrfme 
[
13.00pm -.4.00pm 'Mat1.Mal2 
4.00pm - 5.00pm . JMf!:!l-...i.1~~~ 
5.DOpm:s~iiiipm -- ,Matl,Ma12 
6.00am - 9.00am !Norismit.RJRY 
S.OOam - 10.00ttm 1WXES1101 !Norism6..RJRY , •• 
_10.00am-_11.:0~ttm_J~~)401 . ---l~K(J_ 
11.00am-12.00pm :WXES1401 jMKO 
12.00pm -1.00pm J-......XES1401 MKO 
' ")!' 
5 The colors represent the different disciplines and levels of the courses as 
stated in the Course .Legend. 
6 
Click on the 
schedule list. 
7 ·Cancel 
Click on the 
button to clear the selected room 
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About ASS Window 
Ste Action 
I Click on About I ASS on the toolbar. The following ' indow appears. 





FacUlty of Computer Science And Infonnatfon f echn lop 
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Coding Sample 
Option Explicit 
Public dbLect As Database 
Public rsLect As Recordset 
Public dbRoom As Database 
Public rsRoom As Recordset 
Dim rows As Integer 
Dim j As Integer 
Dim z As Integer 
Dim countRow As Integer 
Dim pos As Integer 
Dim lect As String 
Dim lectl As String 
Dim lect2 As String 








cboDiscipline. SetF OCUS 
End Sub 
Private Sub cmdCancel_Click(lndex As Integer) 
Unload frmSchedule 
End Sub 
Private Sub DisplayStuSche() 
Dimi% 
flxStuSche. Clear 
tlxStuSche.rows = 1 
flxStuSche.FonnatString = "Course Code"+ vbTab + "Day"+ vbTab + "Time" + vbTab + 
"Rooms Attached" + vbTab + "Lecturers Attached" - 
flxStuSche. Redraw = True 
flxStuSche. ColWidth(O) == 2000 
flxStuSche.ColWidth(l) = 2000 
flxStuSche. Co1Width(2) = 2400 
flxStuSche.ColWidth(3) == 2000 
flxStuSche.ColWidth(4) = 2000 
flxStuSche.Row = 0 
For i ""0 To flxStuSche.Cols - 1 
.flxStuSche. Col = i 
:flxStuSche.CellFontSize = 10 
flxStuSche. CellFontBold = True 
flxStuSche. ColAlignment(i) = 1 
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Private Sub cmdGeneratel_Click() 
Dim displayMsg As String 
DisplayStuSche 
j=O 
displayMsg = "Application is processing data " + vbCrLf + "This will tak n few seconds. " + 
vbCrLf + "Please wait ..... " 
Call showProgress(30, 0, Int((lO • Rnd) + 60), displayMsg) 
Me.MousePointer = 11 
If cboDiscipline.Text ="All" Then 
If cboLevel.Text ="All" Then 
For z = 0 To countRow - 1 
ShowCourse 
Ifflxl.TextMatrix(z, 5) ="CS" And flxl.TextMatrix(z, 6) = "l" Then 
cColorLoop (vbRed) 
Elselftlxl.TextMatrix(z, 5) ="CS" And flxl.TextMatrix(z, 6) = "2" Then 
cColorLoop (vbBlue) 
Elself Oxl.TextMatrix(z, 5) ="CS" And tlxl.TextMatrix(z, 6) = "3" Then 
cColorLoop (vbMagenta) 
Elselfflxl.TextMatrix(z, 5) ="IT" And flxl.TextMatrix(z, 6) = "l" Then 
cColorLoop (vbBlack) 
Elself flxl.TextMatrix(z, 5) ="IT" And flxl.TextMatrix(z, 6) = "2" Then 
cColorLoop (vbOreen) 




Elself cboLevel.Text ="First Year" Then 
For z = O To cmmtRow - 1 
If flxl. TextMatrix(z, 6) = "l" Then 
ShowCourse 
lf flxl.TextMatrix(z, 5) ="CS" Then 
cColorLoop (vbRed) 





Elself cboLevel.Text ="Second Year" Then 
For z = 0 To cmmtRow- l 
Ifflxl.TextMatrix(z, 6) = "2" Then 
ShowCourse 
Ifflxl.TextMatrix(z, 5) ="CS" Then 
cColorLoop (vbBlue) 





Elself cboLevel. Text = "Third Year" Then 
For z = O To countRow - 1 
If Oxl.TextMatrix(z, 6) = "3" Then 
ShowCourse 
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Elself cboDiscipline. Text = "Computer Science" '11ten 
IfcboLevel.Text ="All" Then 
For z = 0 To countkow- 1 
Ifflxl.TextMatrix(z, 5) ="CS" Then 
ShowCourse 
Ifflxl.TextMatrix(z, 6) = "l" Then 
cColorLoop (vbRed) 
Elselfflxl.TextMatrix(z, 6) == "2" Then 
cColorLoop (vbBlue) 





Els elf cboLevel. Text = "First Year" Then 
For z = 0 To countRow - I 





Elself cboLevel. Text = "Second Year" Then 
For z = 0 To countkow- 1 





Elself cboLevel. Text = "Third Year" Then 
For z = 0 To countRow - 1 






Elself cboDiscipline. Text = "Information Technology" Then 
If cboLevel. Text == "All" Then 
For z = 0 To countRow - l 
Ifflxl.Tex:tMatrix(z, 5) =="IT" Then 
ShowCourse 
Ifflxl.TextMatrix(z, 6) = "1" Then 
cColorLoop (vbBlack) 
Elselfflxl.TextMatrix(z, 6) == "2" Then 
cColorLoop (vbOreen) 
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Nextz 
Elself cboLevel. Text = "First Year" Then 
For z == 0 To countRow. I 





Elself cboLevel. Text = "Second Year" Then 
For z = O To COWltRow • 1 





Elself cboLevel. Text = "Third Year" 1ben 
For z = 0 To countkow • I 







Me.MousePointer = 0 
displayMsg = "Process will be completed soon." + vbCrLf + "Please wait ..... " 
Call showProgress(20, 68, 100, displayMsg) 
End Sub 
..... -- -- - --- -·- --- --- -- ---- - - - -- . 
Private Sub Form_LoadO 
Dim displayMsg As String 
Dim message As String 
Dim tide As String 
displayMsg = "Application is processing data " + vbCrLf + "This will take a few seconds. " + 
vbCrLf + "Please wait . . . . . " 
Call showProgress(30, 0, Jnt((IO • Rnd) + 20), displayMsg) 
Me.MousePointer = 11 
Call Schedule 
Me.MousePointer = 0 
displayMsg = "Process will be completed soon." + vbCrLf + "Please wait ..... " 
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PrivateSubshowcboLectCode() 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim LectCode As String 
Set dbLect = OpenDatabase(App.P81h + "\databases\lectmdb") 
Set rsLect = dbLect.OpenRecordset("Lecturers", dbOpenTnble) 
rows=O 
rows = rsLect.RecordCount 
cboLectCode. Clear 
For i == 1 To rows 






Private Sub ShowCourse() 
Dim cDay As String 
Dim clime As String 
Dim cCou As String 
Dim cRoom As String 
Dim elect As String 
Dim s As String 
cDay = flxl.TextMatrix(z, 0) 
cTime = tlxl.TextMatrix(z, I) 
cCou = flxl.TextMatrix(z, 2) 
cRoom = tlxl.TextMatrix(z, 3) 
cLect = tlxl.TextMatrix(z, 4) 
s = cCou + vbTab + cDay + vbTab + cTime + vbTab + cRoom + vbTab + elect 
flxStuSche.Addltem s 
j =j + l 
End Sub 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 
Private Sub cColorLoop(colorCode) 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim k As Integer 
flxStuSche.Row = I 
For i = l To flxStuSche.rows ~ 1 
Ifi =j Then 
Fork= 0 To tlxStuSche.Cols - 1 
flxStuSche. Col = k 
flxStuSche. CellF oreColor ea colorCode 
flxStuSche. CellFontBold =True 
Nextk 
Else 
flxStuSche.Row = flxStuSche.Row + 1 
End If 
Nexti 
End Sub 
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